Together, we secure business

The Reality of Cyber Attacks and Market Opportunities

Global cloud spending
$140.4 Billion

$5.2 Trillion Financial costs of cyber-attack over next five years

Total addressable market for encryption and access management
$6.5 Billion

Bringing Trust to an Increasingly Connected World

180+ Countries where we sell

30,000+ Clients worldwide

2 Billion People use our solutions

200+ Government programs deployed

3,000+ Financial institutions using our solutions

$1 Trillion Inter-bank transfers protected daily

Accelerate Partner Network Value Proposition

Margin rich incentives and strong deal registration

On-demand enablement and training

Cutting edge partner portal and demand generation tools

Over 740 technology integrations and 300+ Integration Partners

Simple and personalized onboarding

Accelerated sales cycle through guided selling

“Thales is one of our most trusted vendors in the market, with technologies our customers can always rely on, high margins and most importantly to us, a supportive pool of experts we can always count on…”

BJ Ferguson, Worldwide Channel and Alliance Manager, KeyFactor

Email us to discuss more about your partnership with Thales or join today www6.gemalto.com/TAPN